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Year 4 spellings follow the “look, say, cover and write” method of learning spellings.  
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Children are expected to do one column, covering 
all of the spellings, each day.  
 
Ten spellings will usually relate to a specific 
spelling rule, identified at the top of the page.  
 
Children should also remember to do their Next-
Steps (times-tables) and reading daily! 
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 Ready for test on Friday 12th January 2018  	
 

  Weekend Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
LOOK Say Write  Write  Write  Write  Write  

example ü exampel û exampal û example ü example ü example ü 
GROUP B – Spelling Rule: ou 
trouble            
touch            
young            
double            
country            
pouch            
couch            
about            
house            
mouse            
 
GROUP C - Spelling Rule: /au/ sound 
caught            
taught            
autumn            
cause            
applaud            
naughty            
daughter            
clause            
astronaut            
author            
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Ready for test on Friday 26th January 2018  	
 

  Weekend Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
LOOK Say Write  Write  Write  Write  Write  

example ü exampel û exampal û example ü example ü example ü 
GROUP B – Spelling Rule: the suffix ‘ation’ 
station            
information            
creation            
ration            
relation            
situation            
preparation            
registration            
population            
duration            
 
GROUP C - Spelling Rule: -in prefix 
inactive            
inaccurate            
indefinite            
infinite            
incorrect            
insecure            
incomplete            
inedible            
inability            
indecisive            
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Ready for test on Friday 2nd February 2018  	
 

  Weekend Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
LOOK Say Write  Write  Write  Write  Write  

example ü exampel û exampal û example ü example ü example ü 
GROUP B – Spelling Rule: sure or ture 
measure            
treasure            
pleasure            
creature            
picture            
adventure            
nature            
furniture            
leisure            
enclosure            
 
GROUP C - Spelling Rule: -im prefix 
immature            
impossible            
imperfect            
immovable            
important            
immeasurable            
immortal            
impatient            
impolite            
improper            
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Ready for test on Friday 9th February 2018  	
 

  Weekend Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
LOOK Say Write  Write  Write  Write  Write  

example ü exampel û exampal û example ü example ü example ü 
GROUP B – Spelling Rule: Words ending in ‘sion’ 
division            
invasion            
decision            
vision            
confusion            
television            
persuasion            
collision            
explosion            
occasion            
 
GROUP C - Spelling Rule: Homophones and near homophones (check meanings if unsure) 
medal            
missed            
scene            
board            
which            
meddle            
mist            
seen            
bored            
witch            
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Ready for test on Friday 23rd February 2018  	
 

  Weekend Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
LOOK Say Write  Write  Write  Write  Write  

example ü exampel û exampal û example ü example ü example ü 
GROUP B – words ending in ‘ous’ 
poisonous            
famous            
enormous            
curious            
serious            
various            
dangerous            
tremendous            
jealous            
obvious            
 
GROUP C - Spelling Rule: /sion/ words 
division            
confusion            
collision            
revision            
inclusion            
invasion            
decision            
television            
erosion            
explosion            
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Ready for test on Friday 2nd March 2018  	
 

  Weekend Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
LOOK Say Write  Write  Write  Write  Write  

example ü exampel û exampal û example ü example ü example ü 
GROUP B – Spelling Rule: Words with the /k/ sound spelt ‘ch’ 
scheme            
chorus            
chemist            
echo            
character            
monarch            
ache            
anchor            
stomach            
chaos            
 
GROUP C - Spelling Rule: words spelt with the /s/ sound spelt ‘sc’ 
science             
crescent             
discipline             
fascinate             
scent             
scissors             
ascent             
descent             
scientist             
scenery            
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Ready for test on Friday 9th March 2018  	
 

  Weekend Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
LOOK Say Write  Write  Write  Write  Write  

example ü exampel û exampal û example ü example ü example ü 
GROUP B  - Words with the /ei/ sound spelt ei, eigh or ey 
eight            
weigh            
vein            
neighbour            
sleigh            
veil            
weight            
they            
obey            
reign            
 
GROUP C - Spelling Rule: words with a soft ‘c’ spelt ‘ce’ 
centre             
century             
certain             
recent             
experience             
sentence             
notice             
celebrate             
ceremony             
certificate	            
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Ready for test on Friday 16th March 2018  	
 

  Weekend Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
LOOK Say Write  Write  Write  Write  Write  

example ü exampel û exampal û example ü example ü example ü 
GROUP B - Spelling Rule: N/A Year ¾ Spelling List Words 
address            
exercise            
natural            
quarter            
accident            
caught            
separate            
surprise            
particular            
potatoes            
 

GROUP C – Spelling Rule: Words with a ‘soft c’ spelt with ‘ci’ 
circle             
decide             
medicine             
exercise             
special             
cinema             
decimal             
accident             
city             
citizen	            
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Ready for test on Friday 23rd March 2018  	
 

  Weekend Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
LOOK Say Write  Write  Write  Write  Write  

example ü exampel û exampal û example ü example ü example ü 
GROUP B - Spelling Rule: statutory challenge words 
length             
strength             
purpose             
history             
different             
difficult             
separate             
suppose             
therefore             
knowledge	            
 
GROUP C – Any group C words learnt this term. Try 10 that you found the hardest! 
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
 


